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I.

IHTBODUCTION
The reason why QCD

is taken to be a serious laboratory is.that it

exhibits both scaling and confinement
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A rather promising method of computation for the SU(H) gauge theories
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is to expand them in powers of l/H.

That l/H does not suffer from the

renormalization problem (that this expansion does not break at short or large
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOE THEORETICAL PHYSICS

distances) makes it a very attractive perturbation scheme.

Because the

method of summation of Feynman diagrams is non-perturbative in
g

g H {where

is the gluon fermion coupling) but is perturtative in l/N, one sums over

all the contribution of the same order in O(l/N).

Moreover, in

a given

order, the infinite set of diagrams involved are characterized by a wellSU(N)-QCD2 MESOH EQUATION IN NEXT-TO-LEADING OEDEE *
•*
**
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defined topology of quarks and gluons

k)

As a check of the consistency of the l/M scheme, it is important to
evaluate higher orders in l/H.

One could, for example, worry whether

radiative corrections to the gluon and quark propagators and to the gluonquark vertex

may radically alter the properties of the model.

In the planar limit {N + « ) , hadronic bound states acquire real
masses and hence are stable l) *2)
. However, in the non-leading order the mass

ABSTRACT

operator gains an imaginary part as well as corrections to its real part
We compute the 1/N
cut-off scheme.

o .ri-ections

to the meson equation in the regular

We i l l u s t r a t e that although the quark and gluon self•energy

.

In that respect, the non-lea.ding corrections may also offer insight into the
question of the narrowness of the hadronic widths.

ana vertex corrections do not vanish explicitly as in the singular cut-off

Previously, l/H corrections to the SU(N)-QCD^ have been studied for

scheme, their contributions to the meson Bethe-Salpeter equation get
cancelled within the whole set of contributing diagrams.

We also argue that

the meson-meson scattering problem, and order l/N terms have been shown to

O(l/H} corrections to the meson equation remove the maasless boson from the

exhibit

spectrum in accordance with the Coleman theorem.

signature and exchange degeneracy

embyronie Regge behaviour with the crossed channel factorization,

amplitudes 5)

properties found in the dual Regge

Here our main concern will lie the meson bound state spectrum.

The l/H corrections depend strongly on the infra-red cut-off scheme
employed.
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Indeed the non-renormalization property of the gluon propagator in

the A cut-off scheme follows directly from the confinement mechanism which
2)
is automatically implemented in this cut-off scheme
. We have carried out
our analysis in the principal value cut-off scheme (also known as the regular
cut-off)

'

.

This cut-off scheme has the advantage that the theory is

t o t a l l y free of infra-red infinites, although the quark confinement is less
transparent.

*
*•

To "be submitted for publication,
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Furthermore, the properties of the gauge non-invariant sector

become quite different;
2)
finite mass

for example, the quark propagator has a pole at

-2-

The non-renormaliaation properties of. the gluon and quark propagators
are also very different
scheme.

II.

and more complicated than in the singular cut-off

I t follows from our analysis that the quark and gluon

self-energy

. diagrams and vertex corrections do not vanish explicitly in the principal

A REVIEW OF THE LEADING ORDER l/H ANALYSIS OP TWO-DIMENSIONAL
YANG-MILLS THEORY
Quantum chromodynamics with SU(H ) colour gauge groi{) is defined by the

Lagrangian

value cut-off scheme, as in the singular cut-off scheme, but they are
cancelled within the set of a l l Feynman diagrams of a given process.

This is

demonstrated in detail in Sec.IV, where the meson bound state equation is
obtained to order 1/H.
The paper is organized as follows.

In Sec.II, the planar limit of

two-dimensional QCD is reviewed (to make the paper self-contained), with
emphasis

on the quark-antiquark scattering matrix and the proper quark-anti-

quark meson vertex, which are extensively used in later sections.

In S e c . I l l ,
1.2.1)

the higher order terms to the quark and gluon operators and to the gluon-quark
vertex are computed in O(l/H).

By means of/bootstrap equation, the O(l/K)

quark mass contribution is shown to "be a radiative correction to the quark

and we have suppressed the flavour

operator where the exchanged fields are the planar meson bound s t a t e s .

particularly convenient in two dimensions

In

indices.

The light-cone gauge proves

Sec.IV, the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the meson bound state is evaluated to
O(l/N).

The non-leading Feynman diagrams of the bound s t a t e are explicitly

evaluated and their phyiscal significance is discussed.

A+

It is also shown how

=

0

(2.2)

the gluon and quark self-energies and the vertex corrections found in Sec.II,
get cancelled within the whole set of those diagrams.

In addition to the

single loop (worm-hole) correction to the planar limit, which is a s-channel
diagram with two intermediate meson s t a t e s ,

£. reduces to the following simple form:

there are the t-channel meson

exchange diagram and the crossed-gluon diagram, which contribute
quark mass limit.

In this gauge

in the equal

The crossed gluon diagram is shown to lead to a t-channel

(2.3)

diagram with an intermediate quark-quark bound state when this diagram is
considered to a l l orders in 1/H.

In See.V, we briefly discuss the status of

the massless boson and in view of the results of Sec.IV, argue that the O(l/H)

The effective Feynman rules (for which the computations Involving

corrections to the meson equation remove i t from the spectrum, in conformity

Y

with Colemsn's theorem

that there are no Goldstone bosons in two dimensions.

y+

and

matrices have already been done) corresponding to the Lagrangian in (2.3)

are illustrated in F i g . l .
The two-dimensional gauge theories are extermely infra-red divergent,
which necessitates the introduction of an infra-red cut-off.

Because the

gauge invariant quantities are to be free of the infra-red singularities, we
can choose the cut-off procedure to suit our purposes best.

In this respect,

we define the gluon propagator with "principal value prescription" and avoid
the infra-red divergence altogether

-3-

*

hi " a L iy_t;

(2.6)

The ordinary perturbation theory "becomes ineffective in discussing
the spectrum

and the infra-red properties of the non-Abelian gauge theory

and one has to resort to non-perturbation techniques.

' t Hooft has developed

the large H expansion, where one expands the Green functions in powers of
2
2
l/H, keeping g K fixed and summing to a l l orders in g N. The dominant

(2.7)

diagrams in this expansion, then consists solely of the planar diagrams
with quarks at the edges.

Ho fermion loops can occur at the lowest order.

Before we present our analysis of the next-to-leading order
corrections in l/K, let us briefly discuss the planar limit of quark-antiquart, scattering.

In the discussion of the

bound s t a t e , the central object is the

q-q

q-q

scattering and the meson

scattering amplitude, given in

x =—

,y =—

, H2

is the intermediate meson mass.

In Fig.U, the

diagrams of ~Eq.(2.T) "are shown.

Fig.2 which satisfies a flethe-Salpeter equation in the planar l i m i t 1 ' ' 2 '
We define the proper quarlc-anti-quark meson proper vertex

where

When the quark momenta

' as

x,y satisfy the bound state condition

x,y £ 0(l)> it is possible to rearrange the terms in Eq.(2.7) so that the single
gluon term disappears.

i)

(2.U)

0 -s x
In this case

where

We distinguish the following two cases:

T

is decomposed as

* represents a principal value integral, x = — — is the scaled quark
r
—
2
r denotes the meson momentum and the meson mass is M = 2r r + .

momentum;

Eq.(2.5) is described diagramatically in Fig.3 where the dotted lines
represent
For the

the meson state, the crossed blob is the wave function
x values

(2.Sa)

if .

1 >, x >,0, Eq.(2.l+) "becomes

ii)
The decomposition of T "becomes

vu X)
where

m.

and

(2.5)

m,

are the quark and antiijuark masses, respectively.

The leading order scattering amplitude Is determined from the BetheSalpeter equation .in Fig, 2

(2.8b)

Given the above definitions of the scattering amplitude, we are ready to
compute the Feynman diagrams that involve

q-q

scattering.

As shown in Fig.7,

The forms of

I.

is ohtained from

the scattering amplitude given in Eq.s. (2.8a,b) shall play a central role in

gluons between its external legs.

the computations of the 0 ( 1 / N ) Feynman diagrams in Sec.IV.

term vanishes.

Eg

by exchanging planar

We shall give two proofs that the

t

First, consider the expansion of the dressed quark propagator

S(p) in terms of

EQ,

E

and

Eg

as given in Fig.8.

The bootstrap

equation in Fig.9 follows from the expansion in Fig.8, by exchanging a
III.

single gluon at the external legs of each term (here and for the rest of

HIGHER ORDERS IH 1/N

the paper, we shall represent

S

(p) by a bare line for simplicity, not

In this section we shall compute the 1/N corrections to the quark
displaying the leading order correction to it). The last two diagrams in
propagato^ gluon propagator and the quark-gluon vertex.

The corrections of
the first line of Fig.9 add up to give

course include all the powers of g 2 (N-l/N) to O(l/U).

only

E

and

I..

Z^

and the boostrap equation involves

On the other hand, the loop integral on the left-hand

side of the equation gives just the leading order self-energy
i)

Quark self enerpy
UJ
,(0),
The leading order dressed quark propagator S^
{p)

expansion in terms of the bare propagator

EQ

has the usual

S Q (p) given in Eq.(3-l)

and In

Pig. 5 a :

(3.2)
(3.1)
In conclusion
where

E Q (p)

is the quark self-energy to 0(l),

It satisfies the boostrap

equation in Fig,5b .
To 0(1/1), the self energy

E(p)

E(p)

must be zero.
l^

in terms of the

scattering amplitude

q-q

and

This result can also be anticipated from

the relation between

Eg, given in Fig.7.

E £ (p)

can be written

T, as shown in Fig.10.

The single gluon diagram in Fig.10 vanishes upon loop integration.

of the quark operator

The next diagram involves meson intermediate states.

It is the familiar one-

loop renormalization diagram and will eventually become the only 0{l/N) quark
self-energy correction.

Let us consider

between its legs, as shown in Pig.11.
E (p)
contains the leading order
£

2(p),

E Q (p)

terms and two O(l/H) corrections,

£ 2 (p)

with a single gluon exchange

It is the second term contained in

in Fig.10 and is given by

t (p),

as shown in Fig.6.

The higher order self-energy terms

and

£„

are described in
(3.3a)

K
is a planar diagram with a quark loop in it (worm-hole). The
Fig-7I
term is also planar, but the quark loop now is placed on the boundary
of the diagram and constitutes part of the boundary.

-7-

The terms relevant to k

and r +

integration are

-8-

ii)

Gluon self energy
The gluon self energy to 0(l/N) is given l)y the diagram of Fig. 12.

-1

The gluon dressed propagator
D^(p)

and the self-energy

D(p)
n(p)

is expanded in terms of the tare propagator

as

(3.5)
(3.3b)
where

n(

is given

and

(3.6)'

j

iii)

«Uo

Vertex renormalization
The corrections to the quark-gluon coupling to O(l/N) arise

(3.3c)

diagrams in Fig.13.

from the

Thee?aluation of Fig.13 gives for the renormalised

coupling constant
The

r

integral alvays has the poles in the same half plane and the result

is zero.

With this observation, we see that the remaining terms of ^ ( P )

I •• 9

must also vanish.
The surviving O(l/N) quark self energy is the non-zero part of

EgCp)
Thus, we see that the quark and gluon self energies and the vertex correction

in Fig.10 =

do not vanish to 0(l/H) ty themselves, as in the ease of singular cut-off
scheme.

As will be shown in Sec.IV for the meson hound state equation however,

there exists a remarkable internal cancellation mechanism for those corrections
within a given process.

IV.
C3.lt)
I (p)

is in general different from zero.

would have become aero.

With the singular

cut-off, it

Quark mass is not a gauge invariant quantity hence

different regularization schemes yield different results for E(p).

-9-

MESOH BODHD STATE EQUATION TO ORDER 1/N

We now consider the l/H corrections to the meson mass operator.
The meson 'bound state wave function, when the next-to-leading order terms
are included, satisfies the Bethe-Salpeter equation given in Fig.ll*. The
f i r s t term in Fig.lU is the leading order single gluon exchange diagram.
The second antr t h i r d terms are the 0(l/U) mass corrections to the quark
s-channel "worm-hole"
propagators. The fourth term is the well-known
-10-

correction to the planar gluon.exchange diagram. The fifth.term involves ^
t-channel exchanges and shall contribute only for equal quark masses. "Finally
the non-planar two-gluon exchange diagram, of the 3ixth term, also contributes
in t*e case of equal quark masses. The mass correction terms were considered
in Sec.III. How, we study the remaining fourth, fifth and the sixth
diagrams of Fig,I s * in d e t a i l .
With the usual decomposition (Fig.lt) of the T-matrix shown in Fig.lU,
the single quark loop diagram of the fourth term contains the gluon selfenergy and vertex corrections in addition to the two-meson intermediate state
diagram.
Having performed the plus-momentum integrals (with
condition

0 # p < r}

the hound state

for this one-loop term, we obtain four types of

diagrams, differing according to the values of quark momenta entering and
leaving each T matrix of the diagram.
in Fig.15, we have the following

With the labelling of momenta given

0-funetion combination common to all of

the diagram types;

The diagram types, according to the remaining two

iv)

This diagram is similar to type i i i ) , as shown in Fig.l6d.
The dlagrajas of Figs.l-6c,d are responsible for the cancellation of the gluon
self energy and vertex corrections that appear in the usual expansions of the
T-ir.atrices of Fig.lS according to Fig.!*, To see t h i s , consider the detailed
reduction of the diagram in Fig.l6c, given In Figs.l7a,b,c. In Fig.lTa, the
upper T-matrix is decomposed as usual, where the first diagram contains the
gluon self-energy and lower vertex correction pieces.
Using Eq.(2.8a) we obtain the expansion given in Fig.17b for the
second term in Fig.lTa. The f i r s t term in Fig.17b cancels against the f i r s t
term in Fig.17b. Now we repeat the same reduction for the lower T-matrix in
Fig. 17b and obtain the expression in Flg.ljc when 1 >, q %, r_' JJ, p >, 0. The
above observations explicitly show how^ the gluon and vertex corrections,
which were formally present, are removed from the picture.
We would like to stress that the non-renonaalization of the quark and
gluon propagators and the gluon-quark coupling constant follows from the
fact that there is always a pair of internal quark momenta satisfying the
conditions In Eqs.{2.8a,b), which enabled us to rewrite the T matrices in
terms of the intermediate meson vave functions instead of the proper vertices.
Now we present the contributions of the diagrams in Fig.sl7a,b,c to
the "potential part" of the Bethe-Salpeter equation satisfied by the meson
bound state 4= (x) of mass M. In the lowest order that equation reads *

B-functions(are

i)
In the upper T matrix, the condition in Eq.. (2.8b) is satisfied, hence
we can use the corresponding decomposition given there.
is shown in Fig.l6a.

This decomposition

1/N correction to the upper quark propagator of the meson bound state.
lower vertices are meson wave functionstwhereas the upper T
to be computed in its usual form with the proper
Ii)

U.2)

The first disconnected piece in Fig.l6a cancels the

q-q

The

matrix is still

meson vertex functions.

Diagrams (.i and iv) contribute to the right-hand side of Eq.{lt.2) the.
quantity

e(r'-qj6(rj-pj
This one is similar to the type i) diagram and the disconnected piece

now cancels the 1/N correction to the lower quark propagator, as shown in
Fig.lob .
iii)

8{q-r.')6(r>rJ_

In this case one quark momentum in each T-matrix satisfies the
condition in Eq.(2.8a).for which the corresponding T-matrix decomposition is
shown in Fig.l6o.
-12-
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The contribution of (ii and iii) ia

ii)
In this case, the t-channel contribution becomes

it

1-x

In Eqs.tli-3) and Ch.k) ve have used the expression Eq.(2.5) for one of

the
The sixth diagram in Fig.14, though not planar, is also 0(l/H),

proper vertices in the integrands in order to make the results more transparent
for the discussion of the zero mass bound state, given in Sec.V.

because of a closed colour loop (Pig.21).

The

integration limits in Eqs.(lt.3) aid (l+.l()and in other equations, follow

by the functions of momenta.

directly from the arguments of the wave functions which must lie in the
interval 'Q,l) and/or from the positivity of the explicit mass terms.
The result of this case is

The fifth and sixth diagrams in Fig.ll* contribute vhen the quark
masses are equal*

The fifth diagram has planar gluon exchanges between the

internal and external quark lines where the gluon exchange diagrams are
pair creation annihilation interactions, as shown in Fig;.l8a,t>.

In Fig.19

the T-matrix of the fifth diagram in Fig.lit is decomposed according to Fig.lt.
The single gluon exchange diagram in Fig.19 gives

This vanishes vhen the colour group is SU(N).
exchanges in Fig.lB

However, the imiltiple gluon

survive the colour index summations and lead to the

t-channel intermediate meson state of the second diagram in Fig.19.

Depending

ii)

e(r+k-pj
The contribution is

on the sign of the momentum of the intermediate states, we have two cases
for this diagram, in which the intermediate state is always a right moving
meson.
ft,
This case is shown in Fig.20a. The contribution to the BetheSalpeter equation is

-13-

-lit-

Again ve have two cases defined

Note that the diagram in Fig,21 can be viewed as a planar quarkquark scattering diagram if we twist the external quark legs.

where

If we were to

consider the twisted diagram together with i t s counterparts in a l l orders
in 1/H, we would obtain the set of diargams shown in Fig.22, where their 1/N

D

is the diquark^quarK paper vertex

9)

the qq intermediate states start to mix with the
in the next-to-leading O(l/H) order in

q-q

Therefore we observe that
qq

intermediate- states

scattering through t-channel

processes, a. feature which of course could not be surmised in the leading order.

orders are also indicated.
The planar

q—q diagrams (or the twisted gluon diagrams of q-q

scattering) in Fig.22, vhen summed to a l l orders, can add up to give rise
to quark-quark intermediate states.

Such a bound state which is in general

V.

colour non-singlet would contribute to the meson equation as shown in Fig.23.
I t should be noted that

a

diagram like that in Fig.21 is O(l/N).

There already exists such a colour

and baryonium states

The leading order meson equation is known to possess a zero-mass
solution in the chiral limit

antisymmetric bound state of

diquarks which satifies the Bethe-Salepter equation shown in Fig.2l+
In a recent detailed study

OB THE ZERO MASS BOSON

.

to

of the quark-quark scattering and the baryon

(5.1)

, we shov that the last two diagrams in Fig.lU can in

fact be obtained by inserting the quark-quark scattering amplitude
given in Fig.25 in the meson

T

Bethe-Salpeter equation, in the manner shown in

Similar massless solutions also exist for- some baryon and baryonium
10) ,11)

models

Fig.26.
According to a theorem by Coleman
The

qq

scattering amplitude to 0{l/H) consists of the single gluon

and single meson intermediate state diagrams; the first three diagrams in
Fig.25-

The fourth diagram contains the above-mentioned antisymmetric

T

)

Goldstone bosons.

Thus the question of persistance of such a state in higher
12)

orders is a question of extreme importance, and was recently reconsidered

diquark intermediate states(obtained in the leading order, by the f i r s t three
terms in

, the spontaneous breaking of a

continuous symmetry in two dimensions is not possible and there are no

and is O(l/H) since the proper diquark-quark vertex is O(l/H),

Below we present a brief summary of our results on the problem, which is a byproduct of our general treatment of next—to-leading corrections.

We have also included the two-meson intermediate state diagram in Fig.25 as
another example of O(l/N ) terms.

As shown in Fig.25, this diagram's contri-

Let us consider the interaction Hamiltonian diagrams in Fig.27, which

bution remains O(l/N } where the contribution of the diquark diagram becomes

are, in the order they appear, the particle non-conserving diagrams and the

O(l/N), the same as the other

pair creation-annihilation diagram.

q-q

intermediate states of that order.

For

completeness, we present the diquark intermediate state contributing to the

The three meson vertex in Fig.28 contains the first and second terms

meson equation, since t h i s contribution effectively replaces the two-gluon

of Fig.27.

contributions in Eq.(!*.T)

Eq.(5.l), this vertex vanishes

When the decaying meson

<t

is the massless

$

state of

. In fact, when acting on the massless

state in the manner shown in Fig.28, the particle non-conserving interaction
12)
diagram set always annihilates that state
, which is also confirmed by our

CN
1

results in Eqs.Ct.3) and
'-^

» - *

b-t-*-t

In summary, the equation for

does not

get any contribution from the one loop diagram (the fourth terms) in Fig.lU.
The last two diagrams in Fig.lU, on the other hand, shall have, in
general, non-zero contributions to the

i
j
j meson equation to 0(l/H), since

there is no obvious reason for the results in Eqs.(lt.6a), (!*.6b), (l*.7a) and
d.7b) to vanish for that state.
(U.8)

-15-

With the non-zero contributions of the

t-channel and the crossed gluon diagrams the 0(l/N) meson equation is no longer

-16-

satisfied by

<to(x)

when
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CONCLUDING REMABKS

support.

The main aim of this work -was to study the 1/H corrections to the meson
equation in regular cutt-off scheme. This problem proved to tie a rather i l l u minating
example to demonstrate that physical results should be independent
of the infra-red regularization scheme, we have observed that the quari and
gluon self energies and the vertex corrections do not vanish to O(l/B)
by themselves as in the case of the X cut-off Scheme, but there exists a
reaaxkable internal cancellation mechanism for these corrections within a
given physical process, in our case the meson mass operator.
We have demonstrated that there are important new contributions t o
the meson mass in the 1/H order. In addition to the worm-hole correction to
the planar limit
(which is an s-channel diagram with two intermediate
meson s t a t e s ) , there are t-channel meson exchange diagrams, and the crossed
gluon diagram which contribute in the equal quark mass limit. The crossed
gluon diagram is shown to lead to at-channel diagram, with an intermediate
quark-quark bound state when this diagram is considered t o a l l orders in l/N.
Thus aq intermediate states begin to mix with the qq intermediate states in
the 1/H order in qq scattering through t-channel processes, a feature which
of course could not be surmised in the leading order. These new effects
would contribute to the imaginary parts of the mass operator also, thus
modifying the old width computations
. Work in this direction i s in
progress.
The most striking by-product of the new effects we discovered i s
the elimination of the leading order aero-mass boson in the 1/N order, in
agreement with Coleman's theorem.
In summary our analysis shows that to order l/N, QCD again can be
(in addition
_d
described by an effective theory of hadrons/to ordinary qq. mesons, there are
new <iq hadrons, which dominate the t-ohannel diagrams) with no quarks and gluons.
-17-18-
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